Most of the methods for plagiarism detection are related to the string processing. Alignment and fingerprinting are the most common method for the string processing since these two simple methods have a powerful performance. However, these methods have the disadvantage that if the size of the target document is increase, the string processing cost also increases. In order to overcome this disadvantage, we use the disk-based techniques and DNA short read alignment that is used in NGS (Next Generation Sequencing) [7, 6]. Combining the two methods, we propose a method for very-fast plagiarism detection in a large Korean corpus. The method is based on the block sorting algorithm known as BWT (Burrows-Wheeler Transformation)[2] and FM-Index data structures for BWT search [4]. For efficient detection, we extract initial consonants from the Korean corpus and build disk-based BWT[3] strings and FM-Index data structures for indexing of the extracted initial consonants. Then we split the suspected plagiarism query document into several pieces and perform the query search using these fragments. Finally, we analyze the results of the search to detect and visualize the plagiarized sections. Our proposed method shows a maximum of 0.96 precision and 1.0 recall. In the future, we will research into various ways of improving the search algorithm through optimization, and user-specific visualization methods.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the research and development has gotten a lot of attention upon the importance of technological prowess and value in the field of scientific technology. People in various fields submit papers to prestigious journals for their research achievements to be recognized. Because of a system evaluating a company or a institute through the papers published in the media, internal competition in the same field is becoming fierce. In order to survive in the ferocious competition, outstanding achievements or original research topic is required. From this situation, some people plagiarize other people's research to raise their performance in a short period of time. But there are two cases of suspected plagiarism: An actual plagiarism, and an approach for a way to expand the study of other people.
Difficult to disambiguate this malicious plagiarism and simple expand the boundaries of the subject. It also needs a lot of time and manpower to examine a large number of papers in various fields for plagiarism manually. Therefore, we propose a method that can detect plagiarized sections of the suspected plagiarism query document in the large amounts of Korean corpus. This method searches emergence locations of the fragments of query document in the corpus using DNA short read alignment method used in NGS (Next Generation Sequencing) [7, 6] . The corpus indexed by the block sorting algorithm BWT (Burrows-Wheeler Transformation) [2] and FM-Index data structures [4] . The process of the large amounts of data by applying a disk-based BWT [3] is needed, because it is difficult to apply a common algorithm of BWT for high-volume corpus processing. In addition, partial plagiarized sections as well as the whole plagiarism can be detected by performing the search about query document fragmentations. Finally found plagiarized sections are visualized to help actual plagiarism judgment.
The plagiarized documents and sections can be detected using our method. However, in order to determine whether actual plagiarism, the results obtained by this method are just helping a person who has appropriate authority to determine plagiarism, because of the high impact to researchers from the result of plagiarism judgment. In other words, the ultimate goal of our method is to minimize the cost to determine the plagiarism.
PRELIMINARY WORKS
Our method can detect plagiarized sections in the mass Korean corpus and based on string processing algorithms and Korean language processing algorithms. The first, to
